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CAST OF CHARACTERS (In Order of Appearance) 
 

   ONE (thirst problem)………………………………….. Paul Henderson 
   TWO (shirt problem)………………………………….. Rachel Sullivan 
   THREE (Oreo problem)………………………………. Robert Muzzy 
   FOUR (TV problem)……………………………………Cordelia Cloke 
   FIVE (someone else’s problem)……………………... Patrick Spike 
   SIX (hearing problem)………………………………….Kathryn Murray 
   SEVEN (cheese problem)……………………………..Christopher Key 
    EIGHT (phone problem)……………………………….Chelsea Dawn Cady 
   NINE (parents problem)………………………………. Nika Roberts    
   TEN (pain problem)…………………………………….Mark Miller 
   ELEVEN (stealing problem)………………………….. Karl Ritter Smith 
   TWELVE (lemonade problem)………………………..Amber K. Randall 
   THIRTEEN (singing problem)…………………………Erin Connolly 
   FOURTEEN (no complaint problem)…………………Susan Shreve 
   FIFTEEN (complaint department problem)…………. Kelly Visten 
 

Cast Bios    

Paul Henderson  ONE .........................................thirst problem   
Paul is glad to be performing again. Last seen in BTG's Crazy For You, the Sylvia Center’s Odyssey, and TAG's Mamma 
Mia. Thanks to Marla, fellow performers, BTG. Love to his wife and 2 girls.  

 
Rachel Sullivan  TWO.........................................shirt problem   
Rachel is super excited to be here with no pants! Thank you for joining us and helping keep theatre alive.  

 
Robert Muzzy   THREE......................................Oreo problem  
Mr. Muzzy has been a performing artist for over 45yrs. His credits include TV, Film, Radio, and Stage. He is a member of 
the Chuckanut Radio Hour, Midnight Mystery Players, Actor, and Director with Children of the Setting Sun Productions 
producing Native music, film, and performing arts programs. He is currently Vice President of Production for the 
Bellingham Theater Guild. 

 
Cordelia Cloke  FOUR........................................TV problem  
Cordelia was last seen as the quirky villainess Countess Vilma in "Father's Been to Mars" at the Alger Theatre. One of her 
most enjoyable roles was as one of the disciples in "Godspell" as she not only got to vamp down the vom, but she also 
was able to appear alongside her daughter, Annalise. Cordelia is feeding her thirst for theatre during the pandemic 
through productions with Radio Theater Project out of Skagit County and singing in virtual choirs. She is incredibly excited 
to be a part of the latest Bellingham Theater Guild endeavor in her first Zoom acting role. 
 

 



Patrick Spike   FIVE .........................................someone else’s problem  
Spike, as his friends call him, holds a BA in theatre with an emphasis in directing from Western Washington University, an 
MFA in directing from Humboldt State University, and brings over 30 years of experience creating and supporting live 
theatre. He is an Associate Artist with Bag&Baggage Productions, having directed and performed in a number of 
productions where he has been chosen by the community via BroadwayWorld.com as Best Actor for Sipos in Parfumerie, 
and as Best Actor of the past 10 years in the Portland area. He also recently directed 'Chicago' in California. He lives in 
Scappoose, OR with his husband Fernando and their furry family. 

 
Kathryn Murray  SIX...........................................hearing problem  
Let's try virtual theatre!  Kathy hasn't been on stage since Mousetrap and August: Osage County but now it's time to try 
another medium.  Thanks to Marla and BTG for helping us thespians stay in touch with our talents.  We'll be live onstage 
soon! 

 
Christopher Key  SEVEN......................................cheese problem  
Former BTG regular, Christopher loves the tech that allows him to participate from his home in Canada.  Love to Reiko for 
the joie de vivre.  

 
Chelsea Dawn Cady   EIGHT.......................................phone problem  
Reentering the theater scene after many years away, Chelsea is excited to be acting and thankful for the opportunity to 
perform with so many talented people, all from the comfort of her own home! She looks forward to the day she can see a 
stage up close and personal once again, but for now, she hopes you enjoy the show!  

 
Nika Roberts   NINE ........................................parents problem   
Nika grew up on stage. After graduation from WWU, they have been able to work on a variety of shows both on and 
backstage. As well as being part of multiple dance troupes, they have been able to do Circus, burlesque, and 
theatrical shows all over the PNW. As well all over the world through virtual shows over the last year!  

 
Mark Miller   TEN..........................................pain problem 
This is Mark’s first time on the BTG “stage”, but it hopefully won’t be his last.  He has been seen in multiple roles at 
Lynden’s The Claire performing in shows such as Evita, Noises Off, The Legacy, and most recently in Scrooge: The 
Musical. 

 
Karl Ritter Smith  ELEVEN ………………………stealing problem 
This is Karl’s first show at BTG in 25 years. He feels like he’s come home! Karl works at Everett Community College, in 
the Enrollment Services office. He lives happily here in Bellingham with his husband and son, and is so grateful to be 
having this much fun with some great actors! 
 

Amber K Randall  TWELVE………………………lemonade problem   
Amber may be a new face on the Bellingham stage; but, she's been participating in theatre for decades. Her favorite role 
was Hope Langdon in Something's Afoot. She is honored to be working with the BTG! 

 
Erin Connolly   THIRTEEN .................................singing problem  
This is Erin’s first production with BTG! Her last experience acting was in 2015 and most of her prior experience is in 
musical theater. Outside of acting, Erin is an elementary school teacher, a backpacking enthusiast, and always has 
cookies on hand. The last year has given us all something to complain about - enjoy the show! 

 
Susan Shreve  FOURTEEN................................no complaint problem   
Susan has been married to Pat for 36+years and is a proud mom of two grown sons and one grandson. Her interests 
outside of performing include cycling, kayaking, novelty cake design and camping. 

 
Kelly Visten   FIFTEEN....................................complaint department problem Kelly is very 
excited to be a part of her first theater experience for BTG! She has been very active in Skagit Valley’s Theater arts guild 
and Anacortes Community Theater. Her favorite roles thus far have been Louise in ‘Always, Patsy Cline’ and Rosie in 

‘Mama Mia’. As always she would like to thank her husband, Joe, and family for always supporting her love of performing.  
 


